New diasporic strategies are altering the possibilities for transnational citizenship and redefining belonging through the introduction of emigrant documentary schemes. This article examines the Overseas Citizen of India, a state technology that transformed the emigrant from unwanted other into a desired diasporic subject. Outlining historical spatio-temporal junctures of the legal, policy, and bureaucratic engagements between the Government of India and emigrants reveals a deep emigrant infrastructure erected through three phases: active, reactive and hyperactive (which can be linked but not mapped onto the colonial, post-colonial, and post-liberal Indian state). Seeking a new analytic to de-naturalize the spatial connections between nation, state, territory, citizenship, and people, by tracing government-emigrant engagements, the paper brings into focus how India has actively constructed itself as a homeland with a diaspora. In postulating emigrant infrastructure this paper seeks to advance the understanding of extra-territorial translocal belonging and discussions of transnational citizenship.
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